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Abstract.
Background: Hispanics/Latinos are at increased risk for cardiovascular disease and cognitive decline and dementias. High
blood pressure (BP) has been implicated in both stroke and dementias. Associations between BP and cognition among diverse
Latinos are still unpublished.
Objective: We examined associations between cognition and four BP based measures among diverse Hispanics/Latinos. We
hypothesized that higher BP, particularly systolic pressure, and increased arterial stiffness (i.e., pulse pressure), would be
associated with lower cognitive function.
Methods: We used baseline (2008–2011) Hispanic Community Health Study/Study of Latinos (HCHS/SOL; n = 9,019; ages
45–74 years) data to examine cognition in relation to BP measures.
Results: In age, sex, and education adjusted models, systolic, pulse, and mean arterial pressure were consistently negatively
associated with executive function, psychomotor speed and sustained attention, verbal episodic learning and memory, speech
fluency, and mental status measures. These associations were attenuated but remained statistically significant in fully adjusted
models.
Conclusion: Among middle-aged and older diverse Hispanics/Latinos, we found modest but consistent associations between
indicators of arterial stiffness, and compromised blood flow and lower cognitive function. Clinical management and public
health interventions to raise awareness and enhance BP management beginning in midlife could reduce disparities and
improve population health by reducing cognitive decline burdens.
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INTRODUCTION
Proper blood pressure (BP) is vital for brain health
[1, 2]. Compromised BP is a major risk for acute and
subclinical cerebrovascular disease [3–5] and affects
several cognitive domains, including executive function, attention, processing speed, and memory [6].
Substantial epidemiologic evidence identifies hypertension as a risk factor for dementia [1]. Still, while
acknowledging the link, the American Heart Association has found current data to be insufficient to
make specific “evidence-based recommendations”
relating to hypertension and cognition [7]. The
mechanism underlying the association of BP and
cognitive function is complex, but largely centers
on compromised cerebral circulation resulting from
deregulation in perfusion pressure [3]. This mechanism is complicated by the confounding effects of
age on aortic compliance, arterial stiffness, and resistance. The differential needs for normal regulation
and arterial compromise lead to variation in risk
over the age spectrum and have led to competing
hypotheses about the shape (linear, curvilinear, or
J-shape) of the relationship between BP and cognitive function, as well as the determination of optimal
points of inversion [8, 9]. Most research evidence
on the relationship between BP and neurocognitive
(NC) function is derived from non-Hispanic White
samples. Replication studies using data from large
and well-characterized racial/ethnic groups, particularly Hispanics/Latinos (henceforth Latino will be
used), remain largely unavailable. The current study
addresses this shortcoming.
Prior studies have focused largely on older
population cohorts with hypertension becoming a
well-described risk factor for cognitive impairment
and dementia [6]. Elevated BP, below hypertension
criteria, has also been associated with lower cognitive performance [10, 11]. A limited number of
studies have explicitly examined cognitive function
and concurrent BP in middle-age [6, 8]. This body
of work provides evidence that BP impacts cognition
before older age and support the hypothesis that its
effects could become clearly pronounced in midlife
[10, 12–15].
No previous studies, to our knowledge, have comprehensively examined cognitive function and BP
in middle-aged and older, diverse Latinos. Latinos
are reportedly at increased risk for cognitive decline
and dementias compared to non-Hispanic Whites
[16]. Currently, published studies on the association between BP and cognition among Latinos have

mostly relied on data from older cohorts of restricted
backgrounds (e.g., Mexican origin). Evidence from
this work show largely null or marginal associations
[17–20]. Recently, Levin and colleagues, using data
from the Northern Manhattan Study, which is largely
Caribbean Latinos, examined a more comprehensive battery of cognitive tests and reported significant
inverse associations between higher BP and measures
of language, executive function, memory, and visual
motor function [21]. Yet, Gardener and colleagues in
more recent work reported no association between
ideal BP and cognitive function [22].
These inconsistent results are significant given that
Latinos are excessively burdened by cardiovascular
disease (CVD) risk factors, and have lower access
to care and BP clinical control compared to nonHispanic Whites [23]. Lower awareness, control,
and treatment of hypertension among Latinos compared to other race/ethnic groups present an important
public health challenge [23–26]. Untreated and
uncontrolled hypertension, particularly in middleage, presents long-term risks for adverse CVD events
and vascular cognitive health.
The purpose of this study is to examine associations between BP and cognitive function among
diverse middle-aged and older Latinos. BP dysregulation [27] and arterial stiffness [28] have been
specifically linked to executive dysfunction. The latter is implicated in cognitive impairment secondary
to vascular disease [6] rather than decline in memory, which is more notable in Alzheimer’s disease
[29]. Mechanistically, impaired cerebral blood flow
has been linked to insidious white matter changes,
and reduction in brain volume particularly in regions
associated with executive function [30]. We anticipate that lower cognitive performance, associated
with higher BP, will be more pronounced for executive measures.

METHODS
Data
The Hispanic Community Health Study/Study of
Latinos (HCHS/SOL) (baseline 2008–2011) is a
multisite (San Diego, Chicago, Bronx, and Miami)
prospective cohort sample (n = 16,415) of diverse
Latinos. HCHS/SOL characteristics and sampling
design and strategies are discussed in details elsewhere [31]. HCHS/SOL collected data on five
cognitive tests in middle-aged and older participants
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(ages 45–74 years; n = 9,623). The study protocol was
reviewed and approved by the institutional review
boards of all participating sites and all participants
gave written informed consent.
Outcomes
Outcomes included the Digit symbol substitution (DSS; executive function, psychomotor speed
and sustained attention) test; the Brief-Spanish
English Verbal learning test (B-SEVLT [32, 33];
verbal episodic learning and memory); the word fluency (WF; speech production); and the Six-Item
Screener (SIS; mental status). A detailed discussion
of these tests as applied to HCHS/SOL data is published elsewhere [34]. All continuous measures were
z-score transformed ((Score-Mean)/Standard Deviation (SD); using the tests’ probability weighted
means and SDs) to facilitate score comparisons across
tests using a common metric. SIS was dichotomized
with a score ≤4 (range 0–6) indicating low mental
status [35].
Main predictors
BP was measured using an automated sphygmomanometer (OMRON HEM-907 XL, Omron
Healthcare, Inc., Lake Forest, IL) on seated participants using their right resting arm following a rest
period of 5-min. Cuff sizes were matched to participants using upper arm circumference measurement
and three sets of 1-min spaced measurements were
taken from each person (99% completion rate). Our
analyses accounts for two direct measures of BP:
1) systolic (SBP), and 2) diastolic (DBP), and two
derived measures representing pulsatile and steady
components of BP [36]: 3) pulse pressure (PP; measured as the difference between average systolic
and diastolic), and 4) mean arterial pressure (MAP;
DBP+ 1/3*(SBP-DBP)). Although closely linked,
these four measures represent different BP hemodynamic patterns and could reflect independent cardioand cerebrovascular pathologies [9, 37–41]. Each
variable was constructed based on the average of three
measurements or using all available data for the 1%
of participants that did not complete all three measures [23]. Comprehensive medical examinations
and histories were conducted in clinical facilities at
each field center. BP testing was standardized across
sites and conducted by trained and certified research
staff.
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Covariates
Previous work indicates that social, behavioral,
and cardiovascular and metabolic factors are associated with both blood pressure and cognitive
function which could confound reported associations [23, 34, 42, 43]. We control for demographic
factors including Latino background (Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cuban, Dominican, Central and
South American), age (continuous and categorical
scales; 45–54, 55–64, and 65 years and older),
education (3 categories: <high school (<HS); HS
or equivalent (HS); and >HS), sex, marital status
(1 = Single, 2 = Married or living with a partner,
and 3 = Separated, divorced, or widower), and language preference (English/Spanish). Health behavior
covariates included: 1) body mass index (weight in
kg/height in m squared), and 2) self-reported physical activity (low, moderate, and high) assessed using
the Global Physical Activity Questionnaire (available from http://www.who.int/chp/steps/GPAQ/en/),
which included work, transportation, and recreational
activities. CVD and risk factors included: 1) selfreported stroke/transient ischemic attack, as they
could potentially be on the causal pathway between
BP and cognition; 2) coronary heart disease measured
based on a combination of self-reported medical history and electrocardiogram reports of possible old
myocardial infarction, angina, heart attack, or procedure (angioplasty, stent, bypass); and 3) glycemic
control (HbA1c), over the 3-months preceding the
clinical visit, measured using a Tosoh G7 Automated HPLC Analyzer (Tosoh Bioscience) [44]. We
also accounted for antihypertensive medication use
based on scanned medication used during the 4weeks preceding the participants’ clinic visit. Finally,
we adjusted for field sites to control for possible
cross-center variations.
Analytic subpopulation
We performed all analyses using the complex
survey commands in Stata 14.1 software. We used
appropriate methods for the analyses of subpopulations to generate our estimates and corresponding
standard errors [45]. In particular, design adjustment
for variance estimation and correct standard errors
calculation were done using a Taylor Series Linearization approach [46]. Additionally, all analyses
accounted for the HCHS/SOL probability weights to
ensure appropriate generalizations to the target population. To ensure appropriate inferences to Latino
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background groups, we excluded participants that did
not report a specific background (n = 227). In addition, we excluded respondents with incomplete data
on the model covariates (n = 377). The number of participants ages 45–74 years with complete data on the
covariates and the main predictors were n = 9,012 and
n = 9,009 for diastolic and systolic BP, respectively.
Analytic sample sizes, however, varied by outcome
Table 1
Descriptive statistics to characterize the outcomes, primary
exposures, and covariates of the HCHS/SOL target population
(unweighted n = 9,019)
Mean [se]/% [95% CI]
Outcomes
B-SEVLT-sum
B-SEVLT-recall
Word fluency
Digit symbol substitution
Six item screener (≤4) (%)
Primary exposures
SBP (mm/Hg)
DBP (mm/Hg)
PP (mm/Hg)
MAP (mm/Hg)
Covariates
Education (%)
Less than high school (HS)
HS or equivalent
More than HS
Sex (%)
Female
Hispanic/Latino background (%)
Dominican
Central American
Cuban
Mexican
Puerto Rican
South American
Age (in years)
Age (%)
45–54
55–64
65+
Marital status (%)
Single
Married/living with partner
Separated/divorced/widowed
Field center (%)
Bronx
Chicago
Miami
San Diego
Language preference (%)
Spanish
Stroke/TIA (%)
Yes
CHD/Angina (%)
Yes
% glycosylated hemoglobin
BMI (%)

22.3 [0.11]
8.0 [0.05]
18.3 [0.16]
33.8 [0.31]
16.1 [14.9;17.4]
129.1 [0.31]
75.4 [0.19]
53.8 [0.23]
93.3 [0.21]

40.1 [38.2;42.1]
21.0 [19.7;22.3]
38.9 [37.1;40.6]
54.7 [53.3;56.1]
9.4 [8.0;11.0]
6.8 [5.9; 77]
28.3 [24.4;32.6]
31.5 [28.2;35.1]
18.3 [16.3;20.4]
5.7 [5.0;6.4]
56.5 [0.15]
46.7 [45.0;48.3]
31.9 [30.4;33.5]
21.4 [19.9;22.9]
16.7 [15.4;18.0]
53.5 [51.4;55.6]
29.8 [28.2;31.5]
26.2 [23.1;29.4]
12.7 [11.1;14.5]
37.0 [32.3;41.8]
24.2 [20.9;27.8]
86.1 [84.4;87.7]
4.2 [3.6;4.8]
10.4 [9.4;11.4]
6.1 [0.02]

Table 1
(Continued)
Mean [se]/% [95% CI]
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese
Physical activity (%)
High
Moderate
Low
Antihypertensive (%)
Yes

0.5 [0.3;0.8]
16.4 [15.2;17.6]
40.6 [39.1;42.1]
42.5 [40.8;44.1]
7.8 [7.0;8.7]
41.9 [40.3;43.5]
50.3 [48.7;51.9]
27.4 [25.9;28.9]

Mean [se] are provided for continuous measures. % [95% CI] are
provided for categorical measures. SEVLT, Spanish English Verbal Learning Test; Physical activity levels are based on the Global
Physical Activity Questionnaire instrumentation; SBP, systolic
blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; PP, pulse pressure;
MAP, mean arterial pressure. Pulse pressure was measured as the
difference between average SBP and DBP, and MAP was measured
as DBP+ 1/3*(SBP-DBP).

measures (n = 8,991 to n = 8,742 for DSS, respectively). Adjusted for age and sex, participants with
missing values on the outcome measures were not statistically distinct compared to their complete records
counterparts. Details on inclusion criteria and specific
Ns are presented in Supplementary Figure 1).
Analytic plan
The analytic plan consisted of five steps. First,
we provide descriptive statistics to characterize the
HCHS/SOL target population (Table 1). Additionally, we provide the weighted means and SDs for the
cognitive tests—used to generate the z-scores and
primary exposure variables and include the prevalence of individuals with low mental health status
scores (i.e., SIS ≤ 4) in HCHS/SOL target population.
Second, we use survey linear regression models to
estimate 1) crude, 2) age, sex, and education adjusted,
and 3) full covariates adjusted associations between
our BP measures and cognitive function. We use
ordinary least squares regression for the continuous
outcomes and logistic regression for the binary SIS.
We present the regression results, including the beta
coefficients and standard errors for the z-scored tests
and odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for the
dichotomous mental status outcome, in Table 2. We
present exact p-values for the estimated parameters
for all primary analyses in Supplementary Table 1,
to provide the readers with needed information to
weigh the inferences. To facilitate the interpretation
of these estimated parameters we calculated? and plot
average marginal means (for continuous outcomes)
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Table 2
Associations between blood pressure measures (in 10 mm/Hg units) and cognitive function (z-scores).
Results are derived from survey linear regression models and include 1) crude, 2) age, sex, and education
adjusted, and 3) full covariates adjusted estimates (unweighted n = 9,019)

B-SEVLT-sum
SBP
DBP
PP
MAP
B-SEVLT-recall
SBP
DBP
PP
MAP
WF
SBP
DBP
PP
MAP
DSS
SBP
DBP
PP
MAP
SIS ≤ 4
SBP
DBP
PP
MAP

Model 1
(b,OR)/(se,95% CI)

Model 2
(b,OR)/(se,95% CI)

Model 3
(b,OR)/(se,95% CI)

–0.08∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.02 (0.01)
–0.11∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.07∗∗∗ (0.01)

–0.03∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.03∗∗ (0.01)
–0.03∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.04∗∗∗ (0.01)

–0.02∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.02 (0.01)
–0.03∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.03∗∗ (0.01)

–0.07∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.02 (0.01)
–0.11∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.06∗∗∗ (0.01)

–0.02∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.03∗∗ (0.01)
–0.03∗∗ (0.01)
–0.03∗∗∗ (0.01)

–0.01∗ (0.01)
–0.01 (0.01)
–0.02∗∗ (0.01)
–0.01 (0.01)

–0.07∗∗∗
–0.06∗∗∗
–0.08∗∗∗
–0.08∗∗∗

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)

–0.05∗∗∗
–0.08∗∗∗
–0.05∗∗∗
–0.08∗∗∗

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)

–0.04∗∗∗
–0.05∗∗∗
–0.04∗∗∗
–0.05∗∗∗

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)

–0.10∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.01 (0.01)
–0.16∗∗∗ (0.01)
–0.08∗∗∗ (0.01)

–0.04∗∗∗
–0.04∗∗∗
–0.04∗∗∗
–0.05∗∗∗

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)

–0.02∗∗∗
–0.02∗
–0.03∗∗∗
–0.03∗∗

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)

1.14∗∗∗ [1.09;1.18]
1.01 [0.93;1.09]
1.12∗∗∗ [1.05;1.19]
1.23∗∗∗ [1.16;1.30]

1.06∗ [1.01;1.10]
1.06 [0.98;1.15]
1.07∗ [1.00;1.15]
1.07∗ [1.00;1.14]

1.05∗ [1.00;1.10]
1.05 [0.96;1.14]
1.06 [0.99;1.14]
1.06 [1.00;1.14]

∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗ p < 0.05.

Model 1: Crude; Model 2: Age, sex, education; Model 3: Model
2 + Hispanic/Latino background, marital status, center, language preference, stroke/TIA, CHD/angina, %
hemoglobin, BMI, physical activity, antihypertensive medications. Note 1: B-SEVLT, Brief Spanish English Verbal Learning Test; WF, Word Fluency; DSS, Digit Symbol Substitution; SIS, Six Item Screener. Note 2: b, Beta
Coefficient; OR, Odds Ratio; se, standard error; CI, confidence interval. Note 3: BP measures are tested independently. The grouping and table formatting is to facilitate presentation of results. SBP, systolic blood pressure;
DBP, diastolic blood pressure; PP, pulse pressure; MAP, mean arterial pressure. Pulse pressure was measured as
the difference between average SBP and DBP, and was measured as DBP+ 1/3*(SBP-DBP).

and probabilities (for the binary SIS) and their 95%
confidence intervals across the BP exposure continuum in Figs. 1 and 2. To ensure the robustness of our
inferences, in sensitivity analyses, we adjusted the
p-values of the estimates generated in sex, age, and
education adjusted models using methods advanced
by Simes-Benjamini-Hochberg [47, 48], as developed for Stata by Newson [49]. Our inferences were
robust to multiple (n = 20) testing (results available
from authors). Third, we estimate three sets of interaction models to examine the modifying effects of
1) age (45–54, 55–64, and 65 years and over), 2)
sex, and 3) Latino background on the associations
between our BP measures and cognitive function.
For all interaction models, we present unadjusted
and fully adjusted (for the set of covariates described
above) Wald tests for the significance of the considered interaction (Supplementary Tables 2–4). Fourth,
we generate splines for each of the BP exposures to

correspond with multiple clinical guidelines, to test
for differential associations between BP and cognitive function [50]. We consider two scenarios. First,
we fit our models using two linear (first order) splines
to estimate local slopes for BP values under/over
140 mmHg for SBP, under/over 90 mmHg for DBP,
under/over 60 mmHg for PP, and under/over 100
mmHg for MAP. Secondly, we fit our models using
four linear splines to estimate differences in slopes in
the intervals below 120, 120–140, 140–160, and 160
and over and below 80 mmHg, 80–90 mmHg, 90–100
mmHg, and 100 mmHg and over for SBP, and DBP
respectively. The tested differences in slopes for the
considered measures—including the estimated differences, standard errors for continuous measures,
95% confidence intervals for the SIS, and p-values of
the tests— are included in Supplementary Tables 5
and 6. Survey sampling procedures were used in all
analyses.
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Fig. 1. Estimated marginal means and their 95% confidence intervals across the blood pressure measures continuums. Results are derived
from survey linear regression models and include 1) crude (black), 2) age, sex, and education adjusted (green), and 3) full covariates adjusted
(red) estimates. Results for Hispanic/Latino adults ages 45–74 years from the HCHS/SOL (2008–2011). Model 1: Crude; Model 2: Age,
sex, education; Model 3: Model 2 + Hispanic/Latino background, marital status, center, language preference, stroke/TIA, CHD/angina, %
hemoglobin, BMI, physical activity, antihypertensive medications. Note 1: B-SEVLT, Brief Spanish English Verbal Learning Test; WF, Word
Fluency; DSS, Digit Symbol Substitution; SIS, Six Item Screener. Note 2: Pulse pressure was measured as the difference between average
systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) pressure, and mean arterial pressure was measured as DBP+ 1/3*(SBP-DBP).
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Fig. 2. Average marginal probabilities for impaired mental status based on the Six Item Screener (SIS ≤ 4), and their 95% confidence
intervals across the blood pressure measures continuums. Results are derived from survey logistic regression models and include 1) crude,
2) age, sex, and education adjusted, and 3) full covariates adjusted estimates. Results for Hispanic/Latino adults ages 45–74 years from the
HCHS/SOL (2008–2011). Model 1: Crude. Model 2: Age, sex, education. Model 3: Model 2 + Hispanic/Latino background, marital status,
center, language preference, stroke/TIA, CHD/angina, % hemoglobin, BMI, physical activity, antihypertensive medications. Note 1: The
figures represent estimated marginal probabilities. Higher values indicate higher likelihood of impairment. Note 2: B-SEVLT, Brief Spanish
English Verbal Learning Test; WF, Word Fluency; DSS, Digit Symbol Substitution; SIS, Six Item Screener. Note 3: Pulse pressure was
measured as the difference between average systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) pressure, and mean arterial pressure was measured as DBP+
1/3*(SBP-DBP).

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics
Characteristics for the HCHS/SOL target population are included in Table 1. Slightly more than half
the target population was female (54.7%), and the
mean age was 56.5 years. Close to a third of individuals had a Mexican background (31.5%), followed by
Cuban (28.3%), Puerto Rican (18.3%), Dominican
(9.4%), Central American (6.8%), and South American (5.7%). Two-fifth of individuals (40.1%) had less
than high school education, the majority (86.1%) had
Spanish as their language of preference, and slightly
more than half (53.5%) were married or living with a
partner. The prevalence of stroke/transient ischemic
attack was 4.2% and the prevalence of coronary
heart disease/angina was 10.4%. More than four-infive individuals (83.1%) were overweight (40.6%)
or obese (42.5%), yet 50.3% satisfied criteria for a
high level of physical activity. The average glycosylated hemoglobin level was 6.1%. Finally, 27.4% of
individuals used antihypertensive medications.
The estimated means for the cognitive tests were
B-SEVLT Sum, 22.3 (SD = 6.9), B-SEVLT Recall,

8.0 (SD = 3.5), WF, 18.3 (SD = 8.8), and DSS, 33.8
(SD = 16.4). Additionally, 16.1% of participants satisfied criteria for low mental status on the SIS (≤4).
The estimated means for the BP measures were: SBP,
129.1 (SD = 22.7), DBP, 75.4 (SD = 75.4), PP, 53.8
(SD = 17.5), and MAP 93.3 (SD = 14.8).
Crude associations
Unadjusted associations are provided in Table 2.
We found that SBP was negatively and significantly
associated with B-SEVLT-sum, B-SEVLT-recall,
WF, DSS, and SIS. A 10 mmHg increase in
SBP was consistently associated with about onetenth of a standard deviation decrease in cognitive
function irrespective of the considered continuous measured test, and increased the odds of
low mental status by close to 14%. DBP (per
10 mmHg) was negatively associated with WF
(␤ = –0.06; SE = 0.01; p < 0.001), but no other statistically distinct association with the other cognitive
outcomes were evidenced. PP (per 10 mmHg)
associations were similar to our SBP results with negative relationships documented with B-SEVLT-sum
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(␤ = –0.11; SE = 0.01; p < 0.001), B-SEVLT-recall
(␤ = –0.11; SE = 0.01), WF (␤ = –0.08; SE = 0.01),
DSS (␤ = –0.16; SE = 0.01), and SIS (OR = 1.12;
95% CI = 1.05–1.19), all p < 0.001. MAP (per 10
mmHg) was also negatively associated with BSEVLT-sum (␤ = –0.07; SE = 0.01), B-SEVLT-recall
(␤ = –0.06; SE = 0.01), WF (␤ = –0.08; SE = 0.01),
DSS (␤ = –0.08; SE = 0.01), and SIS (OR = 1.23; 95%
CI = 1.16–1.30), all p < 0.001.
Adjusted associations
Age, sex, and education adjustment reduced the
reported associations between SBP and cognitive
function by, 61.7% for B-SEVLT-sum, 64.5% for
B-SEVLT-recall, 23.6% for WF, 63.1% for DSS,
and 57.8% for low mental status. Higher DBP (per
10 mmHg) became significantly associated with
B-SEVLT-sum (␤ = –0.03**; p < 0.01), B-SEVLTrecall (␤ = –0.03**; p < 0.01), WF (␤ = –0.08***;
p < 0.001), and DSS (␤ = –0.04***; p < 0.001) with
control for these variables. We also found reductions in associations, similar to SBP, between PP and
B-SEVLT-sum, B-SEVLT-recall, WF, DSS, and low
mental status; equivalent to 70.7%, 74.6%, 39.7%,
73.3%, and 68.2%, respectively. The associations
between MAP, B-SEVLT-sum, B-SEVLT-recall, and
DSS were also decreased by 46.4%, 48.4%, and
41.9%, respectively.
Full adjustment to model covariates further
attenuated the relationship between SBP and BSEVLT-sum, B-SEVLT-recall, WF, DSS, and low
mental status by 24.5%, 44.4%, 26.8%, and 39.8%,
and 14.0%, respectively. DBP remained negatively
associated with WF and DSS, but these associations
were also attenuated by 39.7%, and 49.8%, respectively. PP remained negatively associated with
B-SEVLT-sum, B-SEVLT-recall, WF, and the DSS,
but the associations were reduced by 13.2%, 7.6%,
and 31.2% for the latter three tests, respectively.
Finally, MAP remained negatively associated with
B-SEVLT-sum, WF, and DSS but the associations
decreased by 33.2%, 33.1%, and 43.7%, respectively. Figures 1 and 2 provide representations of the
associations (and incremental attenuations) between
cognitive performance and the four BP measures.
Interaction effects
Tests of interactions for our BP measures with agegroups, sex, and Latino background indicated that
none of these three indicators modified the BP effects

on the cognitive outcomes detailed in our regression
results above (Supplementary Tables 2–4).
Tests of splines
Test of splines (Supplementary Tables 5 and 6)
showed that the differences in slopes were consistently insignificant for all BP markers and across all
NC tests considered. In additional models, we considered two polynomial functions for our BP measures.
We found that neither the quadratic nor the cubic
terms in those tested models were statistically linked
to cognitive outcomes (available from authors).
DISCUSSION
In this large community-based study of middleaged and older diverse Latinos, we found that higher
systolic, pulse, mean arterial, and, to a lesser extent,
diastolic BP measures were modestly, but consistently, associated with lower cognitive function. Our
findings indicate that these associations are apparent beginning in midlife and into older age. In the
absence of pharmacological substitutes for treating
neurodegenerative disorders, efforts to prevent and
appropriately manage BP dysregulations in midlife
can prove valuable for enhancing public health in an
increasingly diverse and older US population.
Overall, this study extends the growing literature
linking CVD and cognitive health in middle-aged and
older Latinos. Exposure to high BP raised the risk for
lower cognitive performance uniformly across sex
and Latino backgrounds. This consistency is noteworthy given the mixed reports in the literature [17,
18, 22, 51], and the differential risk distribution of
both cardiovascular health [23, 42, 52, 53] and NC
function and disorders [42, 54, 55] by sex and background.
All our BP measures were inversely and diffusely
linked to cognitive performance across all cognitive domains in age, sex, and education adjusted
models. These findings are compelling given that previous studies suggest that abnormalities in different
hemodynamic patterns (e.g., through pulsatile versus
steady BP components) are independently associated with, arguably, divergent cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular outcomes [38–41]. Our results are
concordant with mechanistic suggestions that both
the progressive stiffening of arteries and vessels, as
suggested by higher SBP and PP [9, 56], as well as
the compromise of vascular resistance and blood flow
[57], indicated by higher MAP, have the potential
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to damage brain microcirculation, disrupt cerebral
autoregulation, impair brain perfusion, and eventually lead to cognitive dysfunction [9, 58].
We found no crude associations between diastolic
pressure and cognitive performance. Furthermore,
adjusting for social, behavioral, and cardio-metabolic
factors explained the age, sex, and education adjusted
inverse associations between higher DBP and performance on tests of episodic memory and learning. It
is not clear from our results what mechanism could
have led to this complete attenuation. Previous studies have linked higher DBP to cognitive dysfunction
and decline, and argued that it is implicated in small
cerebral vessels damage and disease and brain atrophy [6, 59]. Some, however, have argued that higher
DBP poses little unique (independent of SBP) risk
for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events (e.g.,
stroke) [60] or advanced cerebral disease (e.g., white
matter lesions) [61] Yet others suggest that the effects
of higher DBP on cognition are limited, protective
with older age [1, 8], or might be restricted to individuals with higher risk of cerebral small vessels
damage (e.g., through diabetes) [62]. Most existing
studies, however, have focused on older non-Hispanic
populations and conceivably different mediating or
moderating social (e.g., healthcare access) and biological (e.g., CVD risk clusters) factors could be
at work. While our study shows largely consistent
associations between higher BP and lower cognitive
function in Latinos more detailed investigations of
the complex pathway between BP dysregulations and
cognitive outcomes and brain disorders are needed.
We were unable to identify cognitively optimal or
“protective” BP ranges among middle-aged and older
Latinos. Our BP measures were linearly inversely
related to cognitive performance and we found no
evidence to suggest age moderation or optimal points
of inversion. The target population of HCHS/SOL
is relatively young which could have masked nonlinear (e.g., u-shaped) relationships; likely because
the requisite need for higher BP, secondary to vascular damage, does not manifest until much later
in life (e.g., among the oldest-old). Longitudinal
data and clinical trials such as the ongoing Systolic
Blood Pressure Intervention Trial (SPRINT) which
was designed to explore whether, at what levels, and
how better BP control reduces CVD outcomes and
preserves cognition remain invaluable for growing
the evidence base [63].
Several limitations merit emphasis. First, our
results were based on cross-sectional data and as
such do not allow causal inferences about BP mea-
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sures and cognition, or to test associations with
cognitive decline or disorders (e.g., dementias). Secondly, our findings may not apply to adults over
age 74 years. This is particularly important since
extant findings among older adults have reported differential effects of BP; where higher BP may be
neuroprotective [64]. Thirdly, we were limited to
clinic-based, daytime, seated BP readings. Timing
(daytime versus nighttime), setting (seated versus
supine), locale (office versus ambulatory), and position (central versus brachial) of BP measurement can
be differentially related to cognition. Finally, despite
the rich Latino background represented within the
HCHS/SOL cohort, our findings are limited to Latinos in our targeted sampling areas, and we were
unable to make comparisons to ethnic/racial groups.
Conclusion
Among middle-aged and older, diverse Latinos, we
found consistent associations between higher SBP,
PP, and MAP and lower cognitive function. BP dysregulations have been implicated in both stroke and
dementia. As the US population ages and diversifies, CVD and neurodegenerative disorders (e.g.,
Alzheimer’s disease) are expected to continue to
exact extensive personal, economic and social costs
[65]. Health education and promotion efforts to raise
awareness, improve access to better BP management would likely promote cognitive health, reduce
stroke, and potentially could reduce cognitive decline
and disorders among diverse populations, including
Latinos.
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